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Correspondence with M.  Fan Mons. 67 

He proposes that charts should be varnished~ but did not state 
the kind of varnMl that would bear rolling and unrolling re- 
peatedly. 

Signor Zamboni presented to the Society an instrument of his 
own construction, being an attempt to exhibit a perpetual mo- 
tiom The principle on which it acts has been  known in thi~ 
country several years. It  merely consists of two of De Luc's 
electrical columns or galvanic piles, placed perpendicularly at 
the distance of about six inches, and each glass tube is sur- 
mounted with a brass.ball ; between these pillars a steel needle is 
placed, to move ou an axis; the longer arm of this needle touches 
the upper end or ball of each pile, m~d receives from it a suffi- 
cient repellent force to drive it to the adjacent ball~ and vice 
versa : ia this manner the motion is continued. No apparatus 
to measure time has yet been connected with this simple mo- 
tion, which is protected from the atmosphere by a glass frame. 

XVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous .,4rtirleS. 

]EXTRACT OF A L E T T E R  F R O M  1Vf. VAN MON$ TO M R .  T I L L O C I t ~ .  

SI1% - ~  Y o l :  are probably aequainte4 with the new discove- 
ries made at Milan, by Messrs. Moscati and Maury~ l~tative to 
the sun, its diurnal or rotatorv motion, its volcanos, &c. I 
send you a translation of the report published on this head ; I 
also send you a note to what I have said (m the metalto-fluores, 
and anoeh'er on my new theory, which is that of caloric consi- 
dered as a constituent part of all bodies containing oxygen~ dis- 
placed in the combinations and displacing itself in the deeombi- 
nations. Afterwards I admit hydrogen reduced into its gan into 
all the combllstible bodie~, m~d into the metals, and sub-satu- 
rated in all hodics which ca% it/their quality of bases~ contract 
combinations. Hydrogen gas is a simple body ; oxygen gas is 
composed of equal parts of oxygen and of caloric: the primi- 
tive material of the globe, and without doubt the substance of 
the otlver planets, also consists of equal parts of oxygen and hy- 
drogen, without ~he least quantity of caloric, which would break 
this relation : water is oxygen gas displaced in the ratio of 
from its caloric by ~wo of hydrogen, and there result in this 
way 15 parts of oxygen, 13 of calori% and 2 of hydrogen. The 

* Much valu~thle scientific information from various parts o£ Europe 
~ill be found in thiscommunic~tion; and we are ha, ppy to bc able to state, 
that M. Van Mons has promised to continue his correspondence. Tim 
further materi,~ls alluded to in the present letter bare not yet come to baud. 

[EDIT, 
E 2 metals 
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68 Correspondence with M. Yah Mons. 

metal~ compose the primitive matter of the globe, with more or 
less hydrogen, and still without the least portion of caloric. The 
aeidifiable combustibles are dry acids and hydrogen ; the salifiable 
combustibles~ or metallo-fluores, are an acid and the metals; the  
aeidifiable burners (comb~lrans) are dry acids mid oxygen; the 
common acids are dry acid~ and water ; and the dry acids them- 
selves are peculiar combustibles in which the hydrogen is satu- 
rated by at least double the quantity of oxygen that it" is in 
water ; which may combine with all tile other bodies, but which 
cannot be put out of combination. All the other bodies are com- 
pounded of the latter. Water is decomposable by luminous ca- 
loric only ; and when it oxidates bodies, it puts it~self in the place 
of the equivalent of its contents in hydrogen~ in the same way 
asj when hydrogen reduces bodies, it puts itself in the place of 
the water. I embrace the whole domain of chemistry in this 
manner : Will you have the :goodness to submit my ideas to the 
penetration of men of scielw, e i n your country ? 

" M. Dobereiner, of Jena, not having found any soda which 
contained iodine, sought for this substance in sea water ; where 
he tbund it. The intrlctile powder is iodate hyperoxygenated by 
anamonia~ as detonating oil is muriate hyperoxygenated with the 
same' alkali. The iodate of ammonia ~a~ay be formed by simple 
oxygenatiolb whereas the muriate of mnmonia requires to be 
hyperoxygenated. 

" You will be soon made acquainted with an experiment in 
which muriate of ammonia, obtained by the combination of its 
gaseous elements, deposited all the water from ~ts aeid~ taking up 
in its stead murlate of mercury and oxydule. This fact is deci- 
sive for the existence of oxygen in chlorine~ and triumphant for 
Mr. Murray. 

~ You will also find that the Prussic acid gas, and water and 
alcohol impregnated with this ga% kill in the most insignifican~ 
doses, and in three minutes~ without convulsions, and as if  a pro- 
ibund sleep had come on. 

" I have ascertained that the essential oils which are distilled 
with alcohol or ether~ cannot be again completely separated from 
those liquid% but retain at least the third of their weight ; whe- 
ther we attempt their precipitation by w/~ter, or try to make them 
float to the surface in thc'-cold way. 

~ We have at Bruxeltes a pile of Zamboni, which I have de- 
scrihed in mv French translation of Dayy's Chemistry. It  con- 
sists of disks'of the diameter of a guine% which are inclosed 
with pressure in two glass tubes of the form of columns. The 
substance of the disks is gilt paper sprinkled with native oxide 
of manganese, a vertical needle half a foot long~ which is sus- 
pet~ded about the sixth of its length towards the bottom, and 

oscillates 
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.Account of sorne Electrical Phcenomena. 69 

oscillates bet~veen the two columns, striking at each half oscilla- 
tion t w o  bells with wbich the columns are surmounted. This 
movement, which is not much different in point of rapidity from 
the pendulum of a clock of the same length, has now existed for 
seven months : it is a true perpetual motion arising from a phy- 
sical impulse. The circulation aseends this pile dry, and no 
chemical composition exhausts it. 

~¢ There has been lately found in tile calcareous stone of Chi- 
mail, which is a blue bituminous shell-stone, a living toad of 
supernatural size. Has this animal been surprised in the forma- 
tion of the stone, or has the stone generated it ? It is conceiv- 
able that, by exclusion from the air, vitality lhight be only sus- 
pended~ but then the substance of the stone must have nourish- 
ed it to make it grow." 

ACCOUNT OF SOME ELECTR.ICAL P H . ~ N O M E N A  

.Recently communicated to the Royal Society of Edi,,burgh. 
In the year 1767, M. de Saussure, M. Pictet, and M. Jalabert 

ascended to Mount Breven, which is ..dtuated nearly in the mid- 
dle of the valley of Chamouni, and ahnost exactly opposite to 
Mount Blanc. Their object was to take a general'view of the 
form and positio n of the glaciers which descen~L from Mount 
Blanc. When they reached the summit, M. dalabert began to 
take a drawing of the glaciers, M. Pietet was engaged iu the 
geographical part r and M. de Sausstlre was preparit~g to make 
his experiments on natural and artificial electricity. When M. 
Pictet was laying down upon his plan some particl;lar mountains 
by means of a graphometer, he had occasion to ask the names 
of them from the guides, and was therefore obliged to point out 
the individual mountains with his finger. Evei'y time that he 
raised his hand for that purpose, he felt at the extremity of his 
finger a kind of tremulous and prickly sensation, similar to that 
which is experienced upon pre~enting the fi;)ger to a globe of 
glass highly electri~ed. M. Pictet soon perceived the origin of 
this ph~enomenon. He.observed a stormy ci~)ud in the middle re- 
gion of Mount Blanc, directly opposite to M¢)unt Breven~ and it 
instantly occurred to him that he had been affected witl~ the 
electricity of the cloud. He then requested M~t. de Saussure and 
Jalabert to make the same experiment ; and as soon as they ex- 
tended their hands, they e-:perienced the same scl~sation, which 
they described as resembling a number of small electric sparks ; 
but fearing that they might be seduced by their imaginatiou~ they 
macle their guides and their servants stretch out their hand~ and 
_they felt the same sensation. The electricity of the atmosphere 
having now begun to incrcaze~ the sensation became stronger, 

E 3 and 
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70 Account of some .Electrical Phcenomena. 

and was even accompanied with a kind of whistling noise. M. 
Jalabert, who had a gold baud upon his hat, was alarmed with 
a buzzing noise about his head ; and having taken off his hat, 
and put it successively upon the heads of Pictet and Saussure~ 
they heard distinctly the same sound, and even obtained sparks 
rom the golden button of tile hat. The thunder cloud had now 

moved across the valley, and was directly above their heads. The 
thunder was loud~ and the flashes of lightning so frequent, that 
the travellers found it prudent to descend about twenty or thirty 
yards~ where no electricity could be perceived. The guides, 
however, were so much ,delighted with the experiments, that it 
was with. great difficulty they were persuaded to abandon such a 
dangerous amusement. A shower of rain soon afterwards fell, 
and the storm ceased. The travellers re-ascended to the summit; 
and although they elevated an electrical kite, they were unable 
to perceive any indications of electricity in the atmosphere. 

Electrical ph~enomena, much similar to the above, were very 
recently observed by a party of Englishmen, when they were 
descending Mount 2Etna during a storm of thmlder and light- 
ning. The following particulars were communicated by Mr. 
Gillies, surgeon, who not only read au account of the ph~enomena 
in a journal entitled Specchio della scienza e Giornale Encyclo- 

s 1 pedica de 8icilia, which wa. published in Ju.y 1814~ but received 
an account of them from Mr. Tupper, one of the party, coin- 
eidlng in every respect with that which was given in the Sicilian 
journal. On the 2d of June, Mr. Tupper and Mr. Laufiar, ac- 
companied by a guide, ascended Mount IEtna.~During their 
descent, when at a little distance i~om the place called the 
English House, in the regio deserta, they were overtaken by a 
~torm of thunder and lightning, accompanied with a heavy fall 
of snow ; and while running (wet an extensive field of snow, 
they were struck by a flash of lightning, from which, however, 
they experienced no serious injury. Mr. Tupper felt a painful 
sensation in his back, which gradually ascended towards his 
head," and occasioned a sensation as if his hair was moving, 
an effect exactly similar to that which is produced either when 

person is electrified upon an instflated support, or when Isis 
head is presented to a prime conductor of an electrifying ma- 
chine. This sensation induced Mr. Tt~per to raise his hand to 
|sis head, upon which he was surprised to hear a buzzing noise 
proceeding from his finger. Upon raising and extending his 
arm the noise still continued ; but  upon moving his hand and 
fingers in different directions, and with different degrees of ve- 
locity, he found that he could produce, at pleesure, a great va- 
riety of harmonic sounds~ differing in their tone as well as in 

their 
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Society for preventbzg Accidents in Coal Mines. 7 l 

Cheir intensity, and so loud as that they could be distinctly heard 
at the distanceoffbrtv teet. The Sicilian guide witnessed these 
ph~enomena with extreme dismay ; and imagining t h a t  Mr. 
Tupper produced the sounds in virtue of some supernatural 
9ower~ he immediately began to cross himself~ and invoked the 
protection of his saint. His alarm, however, speedily subsided, 
when, uponbeing" desired to elevate his, own arm, he found it as 
anusieal as that of Mr. qhTper. Mr. Lanfiar, who was a little 
behind the rest of the party, now joined them, and found that 
his fingers possessed a similar property. In the course of five 
mim~tes~ reckoning we presume from the arrival of Mr. Lanfiar, 
their fingers lost their acoustic property, the clond having by 
this time passed to a considerable distance. Mr. Tupper had re- 
ceived an injury in his left shoulder joint by a fall from his horse ; 
but he never experienced any return of the pain after the copious 
eleetrization which he received on Mount.TEtna. 

The preceding phmnomena admit of a ready explanation, upon 
the simplest principles of electricity. As snow is a conductor 
next in order to water, and very little inibrior to it in its power of 
transmitting electricity, it is quite obvious that the bodies of the 
travellers were not overcharged with the electric fluid in conse- 
quence of any diffic(dty which it experienced on passing into tim 
earth. Their fingers therefore acted like so many points in draw- 
ing electricity fi'om an atmosphere higlfly charged, just in the 
same manner as when the hand or the head is presented to an 
electrified prime conductor. The variety in the character, as 
well as in the intensity, of the sounds which were produced at the 
points of their fingers, arose fi:om :he different velocities of their 
fingers, and may be readily imitated by any other species of sound. 
The buzzing noise which M. Jalabert heard round his head had 
a different origin, having been produced by the discharge of the 
electric matter which had been accumulated in the gold band, 
and which form(1 a readier escape into the atmosphere by the 
numerous points of ffold thread, than by the imperfect conduct- 
ing power of the hat which it encircled. 

SOCI]~TY FOR P R E V E N T I N G  A C C I D E N T S  IN COAL-MINimS.  

A society under the above denomination was establishcd in 
Suratertand in 18t3, which has for its objects to ascertain witil 
more precision than has hitherto heen effected, tile causes of 
those explosions which so frequently occur in coal mines, pro- 
dueing extensive and deplorable calamities; and the measures 
which may be best calendared to prevent them. 

The first Report of the Society was published a few weeks ago. 
The Colmrdttee state wi~hregret, '~ that:hitherto no suggestion 

E 4 has 
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72 Society for preventing .,4ccid,:nts in Coal Mines. 

has pointed out rely adequate mode of destroying, or of pre- 
venting the generation of, the inflammable gas ; or of so com- 
pletely ventilating the pits, as to secure them t~om its dreadful 
effects. They are not, therefore~ in possession of sufficient in- 
formation, fully and exactly to specify all the circumstances 
which are neeessa~ to be attended t% in promoting the disco- 
very of any general measures of correction for the evils lamented : 
and they are eompeIled to add, that they must look to a more 
extensive'support than they have hitherto received, to enable 
them to hold out such encouragement to scientific and practical 
men, as may stimulate their attention to the subject: for, not- 
withstanding the general approbation which their-designs have 
obtained, and the liberal subscription which they have received 
from the noble and respectable individuals who have counte- 
nanced the Society, their funds do not yet impower them to 
offer a premium, suitable to the object, for the best production 

-that may be procured. They still, however, flatter themselves, 
that as their proceedings shall be thrther disclosed, they will 
obtain a more ample support, which may give effect to their 
v i e w s .  ~ 

The Committee have published in their Report a valuable 
communication made to the Society by Mr. Buddlc, a gentle- 
man of great celebrity and intelligence as a viewer of coal mines, 
detailing the means adopted in some extensive collieries under 
his inspection. 

The only method at present followed to prevent accidents by 
explosion is by ventilation of the several passages a~d workings 
of the mine~that  i% a mechanical application of the atmospheric 
air to remove or sweep away the inflammable gas as it is ge- 
nerated in the workings, or as it issues fi-om the several fissures 
which the workings intersect in their progress." To assist in 
this operation a thrnacc is sometimes employed in the pit, sup~ 
plied with atmospheric air drawn down one shatt, and made to 
circulate through different windings till it reaches the ascending 
shaft. In other cases ventilation is maintained by means of 
horizoutal hot cylinder fixecl in a fnrnace of brick-work on the 
~urface, The cylinder (any old one of a "steam engine) being 
completely enveloped in fiame~ by rarefaction induces the air 
of tile mine in a regular current up tile shaft, with which one 
end of it" is made to communicate by means of a t i t le ,  and dis. 
charges it into another flue at the'other end of the cylinder. 
The shaft of course is covered over, that the current through the 
eylil~der may not be disturbed in its direction. The flue at the 
outer end of the tube is tbr the purpose of discharging the in- 
~ammable air at such a distance from the furnace ~s may pre-, 
vent,an~" possibilit~ .of it~ being inflamed, _It is a curious fact~ 

that 
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State of  3ledici~w in China. 73 

that hydrogen gas is never inflamed at hot iron. Another mean 
resorted ~o for ventilation is an air-pump on a large scale, 
wrought by a steam engine. It  is made of three-inch plank, 
with a piston five feet square: the stroke is eight feet long ; and 
the suction pipe and valves about one-third of the area of the 
piston. At twenty strokes per minute it will draw 8000 cubit 
feet or 778 hogsheads of air in that time ; but allowing a waste 
of one-fourth it will draw 584 hogsheads per minute. 

Mr. Buddle's paper is accompanied with ten engravings illus- 
trating the apparatus, and the methods employed to direct the 
course of the current of air in the workings, which may be com- 
pared to alleys crossing each other at right angles. By a ju-  
dicious arrangement some of these are closed at particular in- 
tersections, while others are kept open. We cannot doubt that 
this communication will prove of great service to mine viewers. 
I t  is written with great perspicuity, and by means of the en- 
gravings is rendered very intelligible. 

We cannot close this notice without an expression of regret 
that there should be any want of friends to enable the Society to 
prosecute with desirable efficacy the great object of their asso- 
ciation. We confess that we are surprised at the fact, when we 
consider how many rich individual~ there are who are so deep~- 
interested in the result of the Society's labours--not in Sunder- 
land only but in other counties. Let us hope that ample means 
will soon be provided, and that the publicity which the Society 
gives to its labours will be a mean of turning the attention of 
men of science to a subject of so much importance. 

STATE OF M E D I C I N E  IN  C H I N A .  

M. Page, a physician of Orleans in France, has published a 
work on this subject. The following short account of the 
Chinese medical practice will probably amuse some of our 
readers : 

" The Chinese employ emetics and purgatives, but very rarely; 
elysters are almost never used, because they regard them as too 
European, but they make a free use of eol'dials. The importa- 
tion of opium is prohibited uuder pain of death. 

" The Chinese in the treatment of the itch and eruptive dis- 
eases employ camphor and cinnabar also, with sulphur dissolved 
in woman's milk. They make use of borax in inflammations of 
the throat ; it is reduced into powder, and blown upon the dis- 
eased part. They borrowed the use of the bark from the Jesuit 
missionaries. 

" T h e y  were aequaiuted with inoculation long before us. 
They practise it in general by introducing into one of the nostrils 
¢ottola imbibed with variolous matter;  the cotton is allowed to 

remain 
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74 Tanni,. 

remain twelve hours, and in seven days at latest tile disease ap- 
pears. 

" Like most Indian nations, they make a free use of aphro- 
(iisiacs, baths aud inineral waters. They he;re springs saturated 
with alum and iron, but the greater number contain sulphur. 
Their physicians are not able to analyse them. Chemistry as 
well as natural history is in its infancy in China. But the (~hi- 
nese have the good fortune to possess a species of mesmerism or 
animaLmagnetism, as practised by certain sects of filuminati in 
Germany. The Chinese literati strive co put down this sect by 
"ridicade; but they neverthele,~s find pl'o~elytes daily, to what 
they are pleased to call the science oj" science,s. 

" The Chinese are not acquainted with the malting" of bread, 
for which they substitute boiled rice .or maize : their wine is a 
staxmg liquor extracted from honey or fermented rice. They. do 
not  drint~ either coffee or chocolate--they have delicious melons, 
the species of which is u~known to us, some very delicate kinds 
of small onions, and several delicious plants ; but they have no 
olives, strawberries, gooseberries, or potatoes. 

" The diseases of stone and gravel are wholly unknown to the 
Chinese-- in consequence, as they tell us, of the great quantity 
of  tea which they drink ,x,. 

T A N N I N .  

M. Pelletier has published in the/ tnnales  de Chimie some ob- 
gelwations with a view to show the imperfect state of our know- 
ledge o f  this substance and its combinations with gallic acid. 
The various kinds of tannin which have been successively pro- 
duced from various processes~ are different in the greater part of 
their properties; they have nothing indeed in common~ but 
tim property of several animal substances, and forming with 
them insoluble combinations which are not susceptible of pu- 
trefaction, and have also the power of precipitating in/a rammer 
nearly similar even metallic solutions ; but they are different in 
their taste, cotour, solubility in water, &c. Pure tannin does 
not exist : the properties which are attriblrted to it, and by which 
it is characterized, belong to several combinations which vegetaEe 
substances form. Why then, asks M. Peltetier~ shall we continue 
to consider this as a distinct principle ? 

Is it becanse it precipitates several metallic oxides from their 
~olution .} Ahnost all veg~et'able extracts have the same property, 

The great consumption of" tea il~ England is well known : are the ~f- 
fections arisiag from uritmrv calculi less frequent in d~at cotmtry ? We 
may ibrm some idea on this'~ubie('t /:~y readi~a tbe p:q,e~s (5 ~3r~mde, 
ttome, and Hatehett.--Note ~y the French Editors ~ff" thc.,!m~a'es de 
Chimie. 

and 
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Tannin. 75 

und we know that t~ese extracts are at least triple combinations 
of acid: the colouring substance, and of vegeto-anima] matter, 
because the precipitates which form the tamlin matter  in those 
solutions are constantlycoloured and some'rimes very brilliant. But 
if we reflect that gallic acid always accompanies tannin, and that 
the colours of the precipitates furnished by the tanning mat'tet, 
and the metallic solutions, are the same with those manifested 
by the addition of the gallic acid, and the same metallic solu- 
tions ; may we not conclude with M. Theuard, that the colour- 
ing of these precipitates is owing to the gallic acid, from which 
we can never entirely separate tannin? or is it the property 
which tamfin has of combining with animal matter and pre- 
serving it from putridity ? A multiplicity of combinations of 
vegetable matter also possess this property ; and without men- 
tioning the astringent matter formed by the action of mineral 
acids on charcoal and several vegetable substances, or the ex- 
periments of M. Chevreul on hgmatiue (which acquired this 
property) and who disbelieves the existence of tannin ? I shall 
mention some facts to prove that gallic acid can combine with 
several vegetable substances, and thus acquire the properties of 
tannin. If we put a solution of pure gelatine in gallic acid, no 
precipitate is formed: this acid does not produce any turbidl~ess 
-in the gummy solutions, but they cannot be resolved without i m -  
mediately becoming turbid in white flakes which are soon pre- 
cipitated. Among the pharmaceutical i~xtracts there is a great 
number which do not contain the astringent principle, and 
which form no precipitate in the solution of gelatine; but by 
the addition of gallic acid they acquire this property. The same 
phenomenon does not take place with the other vegetahle acids, 
which on the contrary seem to oppose themselves to the preci- 
pitation'of gelatine. 

We know that pure gallic acid forms no precipitate in a so- 
lution of sulphate of iron at the maximum, but it there becomes 
a beautiful deep-blue eolour. Infu.qou of nut-galls produces, or~ 
the contrary, a precipitate which is attributed to tannin; but gallic 
acid of itself acquires the property of partly precipitating the 
iron from thi~ solution when it is combined with extractive 
matter : most of the vegetable infusions unite with gallic acid 
and gelatine, the same as the extraetive 'substances, for which 
we can assign no reason. T h e  phmnomenon i:~ very perceptible 
with the eotd infusion of saffron : the properties of these pre- 
cipitates cannot be absolutely identical; they must differ ac- 
cording to the nature of the subatances which enter into each 
combination: that fbrmed by gum arabic, gelati~.e and gallic 
acid i,~ the only one which I have hitherto b~ctl ab!e to examine : 
it differs from the others by its extreme t~lhercncc to water, with 
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76 Caution to Chemists.--Verdigris.mDetol~ating Oil. 

which it assumes an oleaginous form, and partly passes througb~ 
the paper filter. This combination, it appears, mayexist in different 
proportions~ which I have not been able yet to determine ; ex- 
cept that it does not putrefy: whereas in the others, a fetid 
smell arises in a few days, and much later than if the gelati~le 
was pure. Tile eombinatiovs of the gallic acid with gelatine 
and extractive matter unite less fi'eely with water, and resemble 
much the precipitates formed by the infusion of nut-galls in the 
gelatinous solution. 

A CAUTm~ TO CUUMISTS. 
M. Seharinger, an etmnent chemist of Vienna, died lately, 

from the fatal effects of a chemical experiment. While preparing 
the prussic acid (acidura borassicum) and the most powerfhl 
poison known, he spilled a considerable quantity on his naked 
arm~ and died in a few hours in great agonies. 

VERDIGRIS. 

Sefior Orpila has found that great quantities of dry sugar taken 
into the stomach of a patient who had recently swallowed ver- 
digris, or eaten food prepared in untinned copper vessels, have 
proved an immediate and effectual antidote to the eupreeus poi- 
son. In cases where the poison has remained so long in the 
stomach as to produce inflammation, the usual remedies for the 
latter must be conjoined with the sugar. 

D~TONATI~ O~L. 
The original discovery of this substance, which has been 

claimed by M. Dulong, and actually discovered by Davy, appears 
to belong to M. Van Mons of Brussels. This distinguished 
chemist, whose discoveries have often been appropriated by 
others, observed in 1793 the combination of ammonia with 
oxygenated muriatic aeid. Nineteen years before the experi- 
ments of Dulong or Day)3 he announced his discovery to  Gren, 
in the following terms, dated Messidor, An 4 (1796) : " 1 have 
succeeded in combining ammonia with oxwnuriatie aeid without 
any decomposition whatever of these two Dodies. This new salt 
detonates at a certain degree of heat, whether in the open air, 
under water, or under other liquids by which it is not decom- 
posed+'. ', The same facts were stated in Dmldolo's Italian 
translation of Van Mons's Chemieal Philosophy, "I1 muriato 
ossigenato d'ammoniaco si reduce "5. suo~ principi e detona 'X con- 

* " Es ist met gelurgen das ammiak mlt der ox~genirten salzsaure zu 
~,erbinden oh~e dass dabey eine zersetzung dieser substanzen vo~gegangen 
waere. Dieses neues zalz detonirt beg einem gewissen grad de waerme, 
sm~'ohl in freyer luft als unter wasser und anderen tropfbaren flussigkeiten 
die cs nicht zcrsctzen." 2¢eues Jc, urnul der Ph~'~ik, 13d. 8~ s, 2~0. 
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List od e Patents for new Inventions. 77 

f'orza anehe sotto l'acqua, colla semplice impressione del calore." 
Van Mons's MEmoire, &c. to the Royal Academy of Sweden, 
p. 224-5. 

LIST OF PATENTS FOR N~W INV~NTIO'N$. 

To Robert Dickinson, Esq. of Great Queen Street, Middlesex¢ 
for his improvements :n the art of sadlery.--28 Nov. 1814.-- 
6 months. 

To Robert Dickinson, Esq. of Great Queen Street s Middle- 
sex, for his improvements in tile manufacture of barrels and other 
packages made of iron or other metals.--10 Dec.--6 months. 

To Robert Salmon, of Woburn, Bedfordshir% surveyor, for 
his improved movements and combinations of wheels fi)r work~ 
ing of cranes, mills, and all sorts of machinery, either portable 
or fixed.--10 Dec.--2 months. 

To Edward Glover, of Penton Place, Walworth, surveyor, 
for his apparatus for drawing or extracting bolts, nails, &c. 
and for various other useful purposes.--10 Dec.--6 months. 

To Henry Julius Winter, of Dover, Kent, confectioner, for 
his method of giving effect to various operating processes.~ 
12 Dec.----6 months. 

To Joseph C. Dyer, of Bolton, state of Massachusetts, now 
residing at Gloucester Place, Camden Town, Middlesex, mer- 
chant, who, in consequence of improvements by himself, and of 
a communication made to him by a foreigner residiug abroad, 
is in possession of certain additions "to and improvements on 
machinery, to lie made and applied in manufacturqng cards for 
carding wool, cotton, silk, tow, and other fibrous materials of 
the like de:~cription.--15 Dec.--6 months. 

To John Francis Wyatt, of Furnival's Inn~ engineer, for his 
new kind of bricks or blocks, one of which is particularly adapted 
for the fronts of houses and other buildings, giving to them the 
appearance of stone ; another is applicable to a new method of 
bonding brickwork ; also a new kind of blocks or slabs for paving 
floors and facing or lining walls instead of ashler, which will 
resemble marble or stone, and which may also be applied to 
steps or stairs~ and other parts of buiidings.--15 D e c . -  
2 months. 

To William Everhard, Baron Von Doornick, of Sun Street, 
Bishopsgate Street, London, for his improvement in the manu- 
facture of soap.--20 Dec .~6  months, 

To James Smith, of Newark upon Trent, Nottingham, ca- 
binet maker, for his improved self-acting sash fastening.--20 Dec. 
~--2 months. 

To Robert Dickimonj Esq. of Great Queen Street, Middle- 
sex, 
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